Tracker
from GE Digital

Increase throughput and accelerate time-to-market in conveyor and assembly manufacturing

Production tracking & order execution management to optimize your manufacturing process and production orders. With installations spanning the world, Tracker from GE Digital, part of the GE Digital family, is a comprehensive routing, tracking, and order execution management system that lets manufacturers save productivity losses and costs by streamlining and managing the execution of production orders.

Tracker is ideal for high volume, high variability, and high value operations

Accelerate your competitiveness

Standards for IoT interoperability
- Track all jobs across the enterprise
- Achieve superior traceability and compliance
- Create a blueprint for manufacturing across enterprise-wide operations

Production Orders in Real-Time
- Real-time flow management
- Tracker produces real-time information for high value operations
- Ensure build to sequence rates to one site

Outcomes
- Increase throughput and detailed, continuous information to help
- You make the best decisions
- Efficient flow across the enterprise with powerful cycle automation
- Reduce risk with incoming results
- Reduce happy productivity and labor costs
- Leverage efficient scheduling and on-demand of materials
- Increase production performance with the ability to manage and adapt to real-time situations on the production floor
- Monitor Lean manufacturing and adjust real-time to the floor

About Tracker
Tracker automates routing and mapping to automate flow-to-flow, real-time visibility and management, and supports traceability and building right the first time. This purchase solution collects genealogy and traceability data for audit trails and regulatory compliance. Other capabilities include POD visibility, flow management, build management, substitution management, requirements of product information, broadcast, and more. Additionally, Tracker coordinates across the supply chain to help meet production schedules.

Features
- Navigation through highly detailed, fast, continuous information to help
- You make the best decisions
- Efficient flow across the enterprise with powerful cycle automation
- Reduce risk with incoming results
- Reduce happy productivity and labor costs
- Leverage efficient scheduling and on-demand of materials
- Increase production performance with the ability to manage and adapt to real-time situations on the production floor
- Monitor Lean manufacturing and adjust real-time to the floor

www.ge.com/digital
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